
Technology and Cyber Risk Management:
Fresh and practical insights to turn risk into advantage

Learning outcomes:

• Gain a holistic understanding
of the IT and Cyber Risk
landscape and the threats
and risks that organisations
face through case studies.

• Hear proven approaches to
keep your operations safe in
relation to the Internet of
Things, including connected
devices and smart devices.

• Review technology risks in
the context of enterprise
cyber risk management and
the assessment of risk
appetite in balancing cyber
risks and business returns.

Course description
The evolving cyber threat environment, rapid adoption of new technologies, and tougher regulatory

requirements are placing huge demands on traditional IT risk management practices.

In an increasingly complex commercial world, building robust cyber security programmes and

strengthening cyber defence capabilities can help your company stay resilient and protected, and

confidently take advantage of new business opportunities.

Our Speakers:

Luke Forsyth
Principal, 
Cyber Security

Daryl Pereira
Head of Cyber 
Security

Mark Ames
Associate Director, 
Cyber Security

Rajnish Kapur
Director, 
Cyber Security
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Topic Content overview

Understanding  

technology risk in the 

wider context of 

enterprise cyber risk 

management

Every enterprise today depends on technology and a range of online
services to thrive and stay in business. To manage cyber risk effectively,
it is essential for organisations to understand and assess the impact of
current and evolving technologies on the operational and transformational
aspects of the business.

KPMG’s technology risk leaders will present global and regional insights
on the approaches to incorporating technology dependencies and
opportunities within broader enterprise risk frameworks.

Surviving and thriving in 

the new and evolving 

cyber risk universe

Companies are now reassessing the value of their assets in the rapidly
developing cyber environment across the full range of products, services,
information, skills, and capabilities. New priorities and ever increasing
cyber-attacks require fresh approaches and updated cyber security
controls and responses in order to manage new and evolving risks.

Discover best practices around developing enterprise-wide approaches to
manage risks arising from the ongoing and rapid adoption of new
technologies.

IT and cyber risk 

management: a focus 

and priority for boards 

and senior management

Cyber security is no longer just an IT issue, but a risk that should receive
the attention and oversight at the highest levels of management. To
safely guide business strategy in the context of a rapidly evolving risk
environment, Boards and senior management must be equipped with the
right information, and in a timely manner.

Get updates on the new and evolving metrics and reporting structures
that have worked across a range of industries.

An improved 

assessment of risk 

appetite in balancing 

cyber risks and business 

returns

Companies are beginning to assess their IT and cyber risk appetites, and
the potential impact on the business in a more relevant and accurate way.
They are developing new solutions that are more efficient and effective to
focus on protecting and managing critical IT assets and information.

Understand the importance of determining how much risk an organisation
can accept without compromising the sought-after returns.


